Chris Fisher works with professional organizations
to discover the process of creativity,
leadership and engagement.
Chris’s presentations have engaged, informed and inspired audiences
around the world. His television series, documentary films and bestselling books have been critically acclaimed for their unique approach
to ‘edutainment’ and #SciComm.
Chris brings his diversity of accomplishments to your meeting,
conference or festival. By harnessing the creative he has excelled at
communicating messages through most media formats. But it is his
understanding of the principles that maximize creativity and leadership
that have enabled businesses to enhance their innovation and leaders
to be more effective.
This best-selling author and charismatic keynote speaker brings
professional development to your team through life, business and
leadership actions.

“Chris entertains, amazes and possesses a unique blend of
knowledge, presentations, personal skills and salesmanship.”
• Holland America Line

FEATURED PRESENTATION

“Excellent presentation, Chris, we were all amazed and inspired!”
• 2013 ASPB / PCES Conference

Cultures of success thrive with innovation and leadership. This
presentation, itself a showpiece of creativity, ties riveting stories from
pop culture, wildlife encounters and historic exploration to reveal the
elements of leadership and innovation.
Chris knows it’s not enough to just tell people to be creative. This talk
breaks down specific habits and the settings that lead to creative
breakthroughs. Engaging and memorable, Chris will share key steps that
will get your group to meet their potential.

“I was extremely impressed with Chris’s knowledge of natural
history and his ability to interact. His formal lectures were very
well-delivered and beautifully illustrated.” • David Smith, Ph.D., CA

WILDLY CREATIVE

“As a trainer who regularly delivers workshops to people we liked
your easy style. You made it seem like a ‘chat’ rather than hurling
facts and figures.” • Delta Group, UK
“Chris shares his extensive ecological knowledge with a delivery that
is entertaining, creative, and enthusiastic. He engaged and inspired
us” • DU Canada
“a model for nature writers in the future”
• The San Francisco Chronicle

Also THE SCIENCE OF STORY, THE POETRY OF NATURE, & ‘TED-type’ talks.

chris@chrisfisher.ca • 780-270-0553 • www.chrisfisher.ca

